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Do Something To Me
? and the Mysterians

Do Something To Me: ? And The Mysterians.
#110 on CAMEO-PARKWAY Records in 1968.

CHORUS:INTRO:
A#                   C           D#                    A#
Do something to me...I ve got to find love in a hurry.
A#                  C          D#                  A#.
Do something to me..help me to ease all the worry.

#1.
G#    D#          A#        G#  D#             A#
When..ever you re near me...you give me such a lovin  feeling.
G#  D#       A#                     F
But baby you keep concealin ...what I want to know. 

CHORUS:
A#                   C           D#                    A#
Do something to me...I ve got to find love in a hurry.
A#                  C          D#                  A#.
Do something to me..help me to ease all the worry.

#2.
G#              A#        G#     D#                   A#
It should be so easy..for you to hear what my heart s sayin .
G#  D#         A#             G#     D#      A#
So, why do you keep delayin ..what I want to know..so..

CHORUS:
A#                   C           D#                    A#
Do something to me...I ve got to find love in a hurry.
A#                  C          D#                  A#
Do something to me..help me to ease all the worry.

(INTERLUDE:) A# C D# A# (x2)

#3.
G#  D#          A#       G#   D#               A#
So, let s get together...just think of all the time we ve wasted.
G#      D#      A#                 G#  D#          A#  
All the love we could be tastin ...so, baby, let s go. 

CHORUS:
A#                   C           D#                    A#
Do something to me...I ve got to find love in a hurry.
A#                  C          D#                  A#.
Do something to me..help me to ease all the worry.



CHORUS:
A#                   C           D#                    A#
Do something to me...I ve got to find love in a hurry.
A#                  C          D#                  A#.
Do something to me..help me to ease all the worry.

CHORUS:
A#                   C           D#                    A#
Do something to me...I ve got to find love in a hurry.
A#                  C          D#                  A#.
Do something to me..help me to ease all the worry.

CHORUS:
A#                   C           D#                    A#
Do something to me...I ve got to find love in a hurry.
A#                  C          D#                  A#.
Do something to me..help me to ease all the worry.

OUTRO:
A#                   C           D#                    A#
Do something to me...I ve got to find love in a hurry.
A#                  C          D#                  A#.
Do something to me..help me to ease all the worry.

A sixties smash from Kraziekhat.


